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ABSTRACT

We empirically assess the effects of China’s capital controls on individual asset cat-

egories by using the local projection method. Our results show stark differences

among individual asset categories. Capital controls on equity and financial credits

affect the corresponding net inflows significantly, whereas those on the other three

asset categories (bonds, commercial credits, and direct investment) do not.
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1. Introduction

After the 2008 global financial crisis, emerging economies struggled with unprecedented

capital inflows due to the unconventional monetary policies of advanced countries. In

response to massive capital inflows, some emerging economies (e.g., Brazil, Indone-

sia, Taiwan, and Thailand) have deployed capital controls. More policymakers and

researchers, including the IMF, have begun to recognize that capital controls can be

an appropriate policy tool under certain circumstances, despite the primary principle

of financial liberalization. This background stimulates research to analyze the effec-

tiveness of capital controls.1 However, the literature using cross-country data provides

mixed results. While some studies suggest that capital controls affect capital inflows

(e.g., Ostry et al. 2012; Ahmed and Zlate 2014; Nispi Landi and Schiavone 2021),

other empirical studies suggest limited effectiveness of capital controls on capital in-

flows (e.g., Forbes and Warnock 2012; Forbes et al. 2015; Frost et al. 2020).2

Regarding capital controls specific to China, most previous studies examined the

effectiveness of capital controls by evaluating if covered interest parity (CIP) holds

or not (e.g., Ma and McCauley 2008; Cappiello and Ferrucci 2008; Otani et al. 2011;

Cheung and Herrala 2014).34 Although the approach using the CIP is useful for testing

the effectiveness of capital controls as a whole, it is not useful for examining the specific

effectiveness of implementing capital controls on individual asset categories. The CIP

approach may have another problem because it is a de facto measurement of capital

controls. As Quinn et al. (2011) argue, de facto measures are not perfectly related to

a government’s policy stance.

In this study, we use the dataset of Chen and Qian (2016), which quantifies the

intensity of the changes in China’s capital controls in various asset categories. Using

the de jure measurement of capital controls, we analyze the effectiveness of capital

1Regarding theoretical studies, many of them suggest that capital controls are a potentially useful policy tool.
See, for example, the literature review in Kitano and Takaku (2018) and Kitano and Takaku (2020).
2Regarding the literature on capital outflows, see for example Gkillas et al. (2016).
3In economies with open capital account and efficient financial markets, the CIP should hold so that the

difference between forward rate and spot rate is equal to the interest rate differential between home and foreign

currencies. If there are deviations from the CIP, it implies that there may be arbitrage opportunities due to
capital controls.
4An exception is Fu and Cao (2020) that examined the effect of capital controls on trade by using de jure

data from Fernández et al. (2016).
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controls on individual asset categories. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

study to distinguish individual asset categories and examine how corresponding capi-

tal controls affect capital flows in China. In addition, we use a smooth local projection

(SLP) estimation methodology proposed by Barnichon and Brownlees (2019) to esti-

mate the marginal effect of capital control policy actions.5 This method inherits the

characteristics of robustness to the misspecification of local projection (LP) by Jordà

(2005) and also addresses the large variability problem of the LP estimator by using

B-spline smoothing.

We find that there exist stark differences among individual asset categories. Our

results indicate a significant influence of capital controls on net inflows in some asset

categories (equity and financial credits) but not in the other asset categories (bonds,

commercial credits, and direct investment).

2. Data

We use index data constructed by Chen and Qian (2016) to measure the changes in

China’s capital controls. Compared to the other capital-control indices (e.g., Chinn

and Ito 2006; Schindler 2009; Quinn et al. 2011; Klein 2012; Fernández et al. 2016),

Chen and Qian (2016)’s index indicates more frequent changes in China’s capital

controls. Chen and Qian (2016)’s dataset properly captures the variation in China’s

capital controls by extracting detailed information from the IMF’s Annual Report on

Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions (AREAER) and some supplemen-

tary material from other sources. They add 1 if capital control tightens and subtract

1 if it loosens. Their dataset covers 1999–2018.6 We use the subcategories of equities

(eq), bonds (bo), commercial credits (cc), financial credits (fc), and direct investment

(di). More specifically, “eq,” “bo,” “cc,” “fc,” and “di” indicate controls on shares or

other securities of a participating nature, bonds or other debt securities, commercial

credits (trade credits), financial credits (mainly bank loans), and direct investment,

respectively.7

5More recent studies employ this method (e.g., Franta and Gambacorta 2020; Funashima 2021).
6Their original coverage was from 1999 to 2012. They updated the data to 2018, which are available on their

websites.
7We converted the original monthly data of Chen and Qian (2016) into quarterly data.
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For the subcategories of “eq” and “bo”, there exist four types of controls that

affect corresponding net inflows.8 As for transactions by nonresidents, “eq plbn” sig-

nifies controls on “purchase locally by nonresidents”, which implies that an increase

in “eq plbn” is expected to reduce net inflow of equity. In contrast, “eq silbn” signifies

controls on “sale or issue locally by nonresidents”, which implies that an increase in

“eq silbn” is expected to increase net inflow of equity. As for transactions by resi-

dents, “eq pabr” signifies controls on “purchase abroad by residents,” which implies

that an increase in “eq pabr” is expected to increase net inflow of equity. In contrast,

“eq siabr” signifies controls on “sale or issue abroad by residents,” which implies that

an increase in “eq siabr” is expected to reduce net inflow of equity. In terms of bonds,

“bo plbn”, “bo silbn”, “bo pabr”, and “bo siabr” correspond to “eq plbn”, “eq silbn”,

“eq pabr”, and “eq siabr”, respectively. Therefore, “bo plbn”, “bo silbn”, “bo pabr”,

and “bo siabr” are expected to affect net inflow of bonds in a similar way as “eq plbn”,

“eq silbn”, “eq pabr”, and “eq siabr” affect net inflow of equity.

For the subcategory of commercial credits (“cc”), “cci” signifies controls on trans-

actions by nonresidents, which implies that an increase in “cci” is expected to reduce

net inflow of commercial credits. In contrast, “cco” signifies controls on transactions

by residents, which implies that an increase in “cci” is expected to increase net in-

flow of commercial credits. Similarly, “fci” and “fco” signify controls on transactions

for financial credits, and “dii” and “dio” signify controls on transactions for direct

investment.

Table 1 summarizes the expected signs for the impulse responses of an increase in

capital control indices on net inflows in the individual asset categories, which is implied

by the above argument. We will use Table 1 to check if the empirical results are in

line with our expectation in Section 3.

We obtain the corresponding quarterly flow data of liabilities and assets from the

CEIC database, and calculate the net inflows corresponding to “eq,” “bo,” “cc,” “fc,”

and “di.”9 We use China’s central bank policy rate (in real terms), US central bank

policy rate (in real terms), China’s (real) GDP growth rate, CPI inflation rate, and

8Net inflows are defined as net purchases locally by nonresidents minus net purchases abroad by residents.
9More specifically, we use “equity,” “debt securities,” “trade credit,” “loan,” and “direct investment” in CEIC

China data. The original source of the CEIC China data is the Balance of Payments Department of the State

Administration of Foreign Exchange.
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nonresidents residents

eq
eq plbn − eq pabr +
eq silbn + eq siabr −

bo
bo plbn − bo pabr +
bo silbn + bo siabr −

cc cci − cco +

fc fci − fco +

di dii − dio +

Table 1. Expected signs for impulse responses of capital controls on net inflows

growth rate of real effective exchange rate as control variables in Section 3. We obtain

real values by deflating nominal values with CPI inflation. The US central bank policy

rate and CPI are taken from the IMF database. The China’s GDP and CPI are taken

from the China Time Series by Chang et al. (2015). The China’s central bank policy

and effective exchange rates are taken from the BIS database. All the data used in our

analysis are quarterly. The sample periods are from 1999:Q2 to 2018:Q4.

3. Empirical specification

We study the path of each type of net inflows conditional on the implementation of

corresponding capital controls and macroeconomic control variables. In this context,

we consider the following set of h-periods ahead of predictive regressions:

NIFt+h = αh + βhCCt +

p∑
i=0

γhi wt−i + uht+h, (1)

where h = 1, · · · , 12 and p = 4. The term NIFt+h denotes the h-periods ahead condi-

tional forecast of net inflow to GDP ratio, which is the response variable of interest.

The term CCt represents the corresponding index of capital controls. For example,

when NIF is the net inflow of equity, CC denotes the four types of capital controls
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on equity (“eq plbn”, “eq silbn”, “eq pabr”, and “eq siabr”). The term CCt is de-

fined such that policy-tightening is associated with an increase in CCt. Therefore, β
h

denotes the marginal effects of tightening capital controls on the net inflow to GDP

ratio h periods ahead. The 6 × 1 vector wt−i contains control variables: the current

and lag values of net inflow to GDP ratio, the US’s central bank policy rate (in real

terms), China’s central bank policy rate (in real terms), China’s (real) GDP growth

rate, China’s CPI inflation rate, and China’s growth rate of real effective exchange

rate with i-period lags.10 The maximum lag period p is set to 4 quarters. The term

uht+h denotes the prediction error where var
(
uht+h

)
= σ2

h.

We estimate the marginal effect of capital controls using smooth local projections,

a method proposed by Barnichon and Brownlees (2019) that extends the local projec-

tions of Jordà (2005). Local projection estimators tend to suffer from large variability.

Smooth local projections based on B-spline smoothing provide smoother impulse re-

sponses, balancing the trade-off between estimator variability and bias.11

4. Results

Figure 1 displays impulse responses of equity net inflow to tightening related control

indices. The shaded area presents a 90% confidence interval. Comparing the impulse

responses in Figure 1 to their corresponding signs in Table 1, you see that the im-

pulse responses to tightening “eq plbn”, “eq silbn”, “eq pabr”, and “eq siabr” are in

expected directions. Tightening “eq plbn” reduces equity net inflow to GDP ratio by

0.05 % in the sixth quarter. Tightening “eq silbn” increases equity net inflow to GDP

ratio by 0.07% in the first quarter. Tightening “eq pabr” increases equity net inflow

to GDP ratio by 0.04 % in the fourth quarter. Tightening “eq siabr” reduces equity

net inflow to GDP ratio by 0.08 % in the first quarter. In summary, our analysis finds

that capital controls related to equities are effective in controlling the volume of equity

flows in China.

Figure 2 displays impulse responses of bond net inflow to tightening related control

10Olea et al. (2021) show that lag-augmented local projections with normal critical values are asymptotically

valid uniformly over both statinary and non-statinary data.
11Following Barnichon and Brownlees (2019), we choose a smoothing parameter via cross-validation.
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Figure 1. Responses of equity net inflow to tightening equity capital controls. Note: The y-axis indicates the

change in GDP ratio (%). The shaded area denotes a 90% confidence interval.
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indices. Comparing the impulse responses in Figure 2 to their corresponding signs in

Table 1, you see that the results are ambiguous. The panel of “bo plbn” shows that

tightening “bo plbn” reduces bond net inflow in the expected direction, but slightly

only in the first quarter. The panel of “bo silbn” shows that changing “bo silbn” does

not affect bond net inflow significantly. The panel of “bo pabr” shows that tightening

“bo pabr” affects bond outflows after the tenth quarter, but in the opposite direction

to the expected. The panel of “bo siabr” shows a mixed result: until the eighth quarter,

the response is in the opposite direction to expected, but after the tenth quarter, it

is in the expected direction. To summarize on bond markets, we cannot find evidence

that capital controls related to bond markets are effective in controlling bond flows in

China.

Figure 2. Responses of bond net inflow to tightening bond capital controls. Note: The y-axis indicates the

change in GDP ratio (%). The shaded area denotes a 90% confidence interval.

Figure 3 displays impulse responses of commercial-credit, financial-credit, and

direct-investment flows to tightening the related control indices. The upper panels
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of Figure 3 show that neither “cci” nor “cco” influence commercial-credit net inflows.

The middle panels of Figure 3 show that the impulse responses of “fci” and “fco” are

in the expected directions (shown in Table 1). Tightening “fci” reduces financial-credit

net inflows to GDP ratio by 0.47% in the sixth quarter.12 Tightening “fco” increases

financial-credit net inflows to GDP ratio by 0.28% in the first quarter. The left lower

panel of Figure 3 shows a mixed result. Until the third quarter, the response of direct-

investment net inflows to “dii” is in the expected direction, but in the period from

the sixth to eleventh quarters the direction of response is opposite to expected. The

lower right panel of Figure 3 shows that “dio” does not influence direct-investment

net inflows. To summarize on these three assets, capital controls on financial credit

are effective in controlling the financial credit flows in China. However, we cannot find

any evidence that capital controls related to commercial credit and direct investment

are effective in controlling the corresponding flows.

12As for “fci,” the impulse response by local projections is displayed rather than the smoothed one, since the

former is more evident than the latter.
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Figure 3. Responses of commercial-credit, financial-credit, and direct-investment net inflows to tightening
corresponding controls. Note: The y-axis indicates the change in GDP ratio (%). The shaded area denotes a
90% confidence interval.
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5. Conclusions

Using the elaborate dataset of Chen and Qian (2016) and the local projection method,

we explored the impact of capital controls on corresponding flows in individual asset

categories in China. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to distinguish

individual asset categories and examine how changes in corresponding capital controls

affect net inflows of individual asset categories in China. Our results reveal stark

differences among the individual asset categories. Capital controls on equity (shares

or other securities of a participating nature) and financial credits (mainly bank loans)

affect the corresponding capital net inflows, whereas those on the other asset categories

(bonds, commercial credits, and direct investment) do not.

Although this is beyond the scope of this study, further analysis is needed to explain

the stark differences among individual asset markets. Some preliminary inferences

are still possible. The government can control financial credits (mainly bank loans)

more effectively, potentially because the banking sector is one of the most regulated

sectors and the government can supervise banks more directly compared to the other

asset market players. In contrast, it is widely perceived that trade misinvoicing (i.e.,

under- and over-invoicing exports and imports) is a main channel of capital flight

in China (Cheung and Qian 2010; Cheung et al. 2016). The prevalence of capital

flight through trade misinvoicing in China is consistent with our result that capital

controls on commercial credits (trade credits) are ineffective. From this perspective,

further analysis on individual asset categories in connection with capital flight would

be fruitful. This should be examined in future research.

It would be interesting to separate the sample period into two intervals (e.g., before

and after the global financial crisis) and examine whether the effectiveness of capital

controls differs between them. Although it is beyond the scope of this study due to the

small sample size problem, it would be possible if we extend this study to cross-country

analysis. We leave this for future research.
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